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                  TCF Evaluation:JAN-MAY 2020

Employee ID :008606 Faculty Name : RUPESH NASRE

Course No :CS6023 Course Name : GPU Programming

Responses / Regn :43/68 Department :Computer Science and Engineering

Summary

Evaluation Mean Median Std Dev MAD Dept Mean Institute Mean

Course 0.93 1.00 0.09 0.00 0.81 0.78

Instructor 0.95 1.00 0.09 0.00 0.83 0.81

Question-Wise Response

Question No SA A N DA SDA NA Mean
Institute

Mean

1 35 7 1 0 0 0 0.96 0.82

2 36 6 1 0 0 0 0.96 0.80

3 34 8 1 0 0 0 0.95 0.84

4 35 7 1 0 0 0 0.96 0.81

5 30 11 0 2 0 0 0.92 0.81

6 36 6 1 0 0 0 0.96 0.83

7 35 7 1 0 0 0 0.96 0.80

8 30 13 0 0 0 0 0.94 0.77

9 26 12 4 1 0 0 0.89 0.74

10 32 10 1 0 0 0 0.94 0.78

11 32 9 1 1 0 0 0.93 0.80

NOTE:SA(STRONGLY AGREE)=10 A(AGREE)=8 N(NEUTRAL)=6 DA(DISAGREE)=4 SDA(STRONGLY DISAGREE)=2 NA(Not Applicable/Do not wish to

answer)=0

Question list

1.The course objectives were stated clearly and met largely

2.The concepts of the course were communicated well

3.The instructor was enthusiastic about the topics presented

4.The examples/case-studies/illustrations used in the class improved the learning experience

5.The quizzes and exams were graded in an impartial and timely manner

6.The instructor was punctual and followed the class schedule closely

7.The course was planned and structured well

8.The course motivated me to explore the subject area with interest

9.The involvement of TAs helped effectively in improving the learning experience

10.Tutorials and assignments were conducted effectively

11.Overall, the course provided a good value-addition to my knowledge/skill-set

NOTE:Qn 1 to 6 - Instructor evaluation : Qn 7 to 11 - Course evaluation



 

 

 

Student Remarks

Great course

The way Rupesh Sir conducted the entire course is commendable. And especially he made the online classes so interactive that

it never felt like any different from the usual classes. There were many instances where there used to be many doubts asked in

the class and some interesting things use to come out of that.

course Assignments and class works lead to steady learning curve

good

very impressive

Course project evaluation should have been done earlier or on a case to case basis.

Awesome prof, awesome course, period

Best teaching style. The way you come to concepts from problems rather than stating concepts and then solving problems is

very good. Thanks Rupesh Sir.

NA

Please evaluate the course project for the rest of the students. It was decided that there is an option to have viva for students

when institute reopens. The instructor should understand the situation and evaluate the project very soon (which are still not

evaluated). Instructor is stubborn and is not ready to ammend the previous decision for conducting viva. It would he really helpful

for graduating students if instructor reconsiders his earlier decision.

Well planned and useful course

it was a good course. There could have been some arrangements for providing GPU access to students without a GPU powered

laptop

Overall, the course was very good and it imparted knowledge on parallel programming. The course instructor encouraged

students to ask doubts in the class and every session was very interactive.

One of the best courses Ive ever taken ,Enjoyed all the classes.... Like I regret missing a couple of 8 am classes...

Number of students who were not willing to participate in the evaluation for this course:0

Comments by students who didn't fill the TCF for this Course

No Remarks Given


